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NERIES  JRA4 Task B2  
 

Parametric tests on synthetic noise (M2.1, M2.3 and N102 models) 
 

report by Miriam Kristekova, March 7th, 2008 
 

 
Although the results from purely automatic processing of synthetic noise for different models are 
quite satisfactory (even better than I expected), I still see possibilities for further improvement of the 
obtained ellipticity curves by manually extracting information. 

I have tested manual extraction of ellipticity curves, based on time-frequency analysis (with 
Continuous Wavelet Transform), for the following models: M2.1, M2.3, and N102.  

The models are introduced by Hans in his report from tests, so I will not repeat this part.  
 
The parameters used for wavelet H/V computation were: 
   - the Morlet wavelet parameter, m, with the following values : 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 
   - the length of the signal : L=810s (13.5 min), L=2430s (40.5 min), L=7290s (121.5 min)  
 
The parameters for analysis of the *.max file: 
   - the number of peaks selected per minute nppm =  {5, 10, 20} 
   - histogram properties -  minimum value = 0.03 
                                       -  maximum value = 30. 
                                       -  number of value classes = 100 

I tested the influence e.g. of the choice of maximum value at the beginning, however, there was 
a minor influence on results (when reasonably chosen). Finally I decided to use the above values in 
all the tests performed. 
 
There were automatically computed both mean and media curves of histograms from *.max files 
(by Marc) for all parameter combinations during the previous stage of testing.  
 
 

I. 
The first task:  

“to select the best from the max-files of the automatic testing”. 
 
I do not see any significant and/or systematic difference between automatic mean and median 
curves. (Nice graphs, containing results from automatic computations performed by Marc, were 
produced by Hans and in my qualitative interpretation of the results of automatic processing I will 
refer to them, in particular to the mean curves). 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Model M2.1 : (the strong Vs-contrast within the model – well developed peak) 
 

The results are more-less consistent for m >=2 (for all other parameters combinations).  
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Value m=0.5 (common, not modified Morlet wavelet) produces biased results - in this case, 
fundamental ellipticity peak is shifted to the lower frequency. Neither the left, nor the right flank is 
well fitted, the only part that is fitting theoretical ellipticity of fundamental mode is the flat part after 
the minimum. 

Value m=1 produce results somewhere between m=0.5 and m>=2. The results are better, 
however, the peak is still shifted to lower frequency and the left flank mainly is worse fitted. 

As acceptable cases I would consider  m>=2 and as the best cases: m=8 or m=16 (I do not see 
any significant difference between the average curves of these two). 

 
I will describe the influence of other parameters (the length of the signal L, the number of 

selected peaks per minute nppm) for acceptable cases of parameter m only. 
 
Mean curve in the area of left flank  from the short data (L=810s ) tends to have higher values 

then the theoretical ellipticity, mainly for frequency less than ~1.5 Hz. Using nppm= 5 gives best 
results for the left flank and short data. In general, the left flank is better fitted by mean curve in the 
case of medium (L=2430s) or long (L=7290s) data, especially when the nppm=10 or nppm=5 is 
used. 

Mean curves in the area of right flank  are less scattered for different parameter combinations, 
short data (L=810s ) with nppm=10 produce best results. 

In the area of trough, best results are produced with long data (L=7290s). For shorter data, it is 
better to use small nppm=5. 

Flat part after the trough  is better fitted by short data (L=810s ) with nppm=5 or 10.  In the 
case of long data nppm=5 provides underestimated results. 

In the area of the right flank and that of the flat part the average curve computed from all mean 
curves (for different parameter combinations) would probably provide better and smoother estimate 
of ellipticity. This procedure could be a solution in the case when the theoretical ellipticity and 
consequently optimal parameter choice is unknown. 

 
To summarize the automatic results for this model and acceptable values of m (do not 

distinguishing between different parts of the ellipticity curve, i.e. looking at the overall fit of the 
whole average curve) I would say that the medium data (L=2430s ) and the nppm=10 or 5 could be 
a good compromise.  

On the other side, combination of short data (L=810s ) with nppm=20 for average curve 
computation produce biased values in many cases, especially for the left flank. 

 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Model M2.3 : (the weak Vs-contrast within the model – very flat peak) 
 

The results are again more-less consistent for m >=2 (for all other parameters combinations).   
Value m=0.5 (common, not modified Morlet wavelet) produces different, partly biased results 

(although not so biased as for the Model M2.1). In this case, the left flat part shows some kind of 
wavy behavior with false indication of very broad low-amplitude peaks. The transition between the 
two flat parts is steeper than the theoretical one (more steeper than for m>=2 cases). The only part 
that is not misleading and is fitting well the theoretical ellipticity is the right flat part after the 
minimum (for frequencies > ~4Hz). 

Value m=1 produce results somewhere between m=0.5 and m>=2.  
As acceptable cases I would consider  m>=2. They all provide quite stable results and there is 

only slight difference between them, so it is difficult to select the best one, maybe m=8.  
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I will again describe the influence of other parameters (the length of the signal L, the number of 
selected peaks per minute nppm) for acceptable cases of parameter m only. 

 
All average curves show some almost uniform oscillations superimposed on the typical 

character of the curves. Smoothing of these curves could provide more representative and better 
curves (e.g. as an input into inversion).  

Mean curves in the area of left flat part  from the short data (L=810s) tend to have higher values 
then the theoretical ellipticity (and than the other mean curves) for nppm=20 or nppm=10. Using 
nppm= 5 gives best results for the left flank and short data and it is consistent with the most of other 
mean curves (for medium and long data and any value of nppm).  

In the case of right flat part , all results are quite similar, mean curves for the short data 
(L=810s) are slightly better. 

The transition between the two flat parts is steeper than the theoretical ellipticity. 
 
To summarize the automatic results for model M2.3 and acceptable values of m (do not 

distinguishing between different parts of the ellipticity curve, i.e. looking at the overall fit of the 
whole average curve) I would say that the short (L=810s) data with nppm= 5 and all cases for 
medium (L=2430s)  and long data (L=7290s)  provide very similar results, maybe short (L=810s) 
data with nppm= 5 are best of them. 

On the other side, combination of short data (L=810s) with nppm=20 and or nppm=10 for 
average curve computation usually produce biased values for the left flat part and transition part 
(for f<3-4 Hz). 
  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Model N102 : (the Vs-gradient with Vs-inversions – well developed peak) 
 

The results are  consistent for m >= 4 (for all other parameters combinations).   
Value m=0.5 (common, not modified Morlet wavelet) produces biased results - in this case, 

fundamental ellipticity peak is shifted to the lower frequency. Neither the left, nor the right flank is 
well fitted. 

Value m=1 produce results somewhere between m=0.5 and m>=4. The results are better, 
however, the peak is still shifted to lower frequency and both the left flank is not well fitted and 
right flank is still underestimated. 

Value m=2 produce results better than m=1 but still slightly worse then for m>=4.  
As acceptable cases I would consider  m>=4 and as the best cases: m=8 (or m=16).  
 
I will describe the influence of other parameters (the length of the signal L, the number of 

selected peaks per minute nppm) for acceptable cases of parameter m only. 
 
Mean curves in the area of left flank for the short data (L=810s, any nppm) and for medium 

data(L=2430s) with nppm=20 have higher values then the theoretical ellipticity for frequencies 
<0.8Hz. Another combination of parameters provides average curves with lower values than 
theoretical in given frequency range. Short part of the right flank between 0.8Hz and 1Hz is quite 
well fitted by almost all average curves. 

If the average from all available mean curves was computed for the left flank, the result would 
be very close to the ellipticity on wider frequency interval. 

Mean curves in the area of right flank  are less scattered for different parameter combinations, 
short data (L=810s) with nppm=5 or medium data (L=2430s) with nppm=10 produce best results. 
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In the area of trough, best results are produced with long data (L=7290s). For shorter data, it is 
better to use small nppm=5. 

The part after the trough is not very well fitted by mean curves, it seems that they represent 
something between fundamental and the first higher mode for frequencies ~ 4-9Hz. 

In the area of the left flank and that of the right flank the average curve computed from all mean 
curves (for different parameter combinations) would probably provide better and smoother estimate 
of ellipticity. This procedure could be a solution in the case when the theoretical ellipticity and 
consequently optimal parameter choice is unknown. 

 
To summarize the automatic results for this model and acceptable values of m (do not 

distinguishing between different parts of the ellipticity curve, i.e. looking at the overall fit of the 
whole average curve) I would consider the medium data (L=2430s ) with the nppm=10 or 5 or long 
data  (L=7290s) with nppm=20 as a good compromise.  

On the other side, combination of short data (L=810s) with nppm=20 for average curve 
computation can produce biased values. 

 

 
The summary of the optimal choice of parameters, based on results of automatic 
analysis, a common compromise for all three tested models 
 
Choice of the m  parameter: acceptable       m>=2  (if more strictly taken m>=4) 
                                                 best results       m=8    (however, there could be very similar results 

for different acceptable value of m) 
                                                 most biased      m=0.5 
 

Choice of the length of data and  of  the nppm  parameter:                                          
 

Left flank     -  best results with medium data (L=2430s) with nppm=10 
Right flank   -  best results with short data (L=810s) with nppm=10 
Area around trough for M2.1 and N102 models - best results are produced with long data 

(L=7290s). When only short data are available, it is better to use small nppm e.g. 
nppm=5 (not nppm=20!) 

Transition region between left and right flat part for M2.3 model – all average curves are steeper in 
                      this region then theoretical one. 
 
Compromise for the best overall fit of the ellipticity corresponds to medium data (L=2430s) with 
nppm=10. On the other side, combination of short data (L=810s) with nppm=20 for average curve 
computation can often produce biased results. 
 
 
Comment to the results of automatic computations / suggestion how to select 
acceptable solutions, when the theoretical ellipticity is unknown: 
 

Based on the graphs containing automatic average curves (not only for the “my” three models):   
The acceptable results are usually consistent and they do not depend too much on selection of 

particular m-value from some range of acceptable values. Other results more differ one from another 
in some way. This could be useful in practice, when the theoretical ellipticity and hence the optimal 
solution is unknown. In this way, the misleading results could be removed and choosing anyone 
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from acceptable results (or better - the average computed from them) should be not too much 
different from the optimal one.  

So as a first step I would recommend automatically compute average curves for available data 
and for given set of “m” values, and then to remove those “m” that are not consistent with the 
others. The rest will probably contain acceptable solutions. This set could serve as reference input 
for the next manual analysis or if no manual analysis will be performed, then the average from these 
acceptable solutions could be taken as a representative result. 

(One more summarizing comment: I did not notice any significant difference in graphs between 
the results obtained using mean or median for average curve computation). 
 
 

II. 
The second task: “to  try to improve results by manual analysis” 

 
I used the set of parameters, specified at the beginning of this file, for computing histograms from 
the “*.max” files. 

After several attempts, trying to use “grid statistics” and “band rejecting” in “max2curve”, I 
have given up it because it did not lead to any improvement. (Maybe this is also the way of manual 
extracting ellipticity used by Hans).  I think that the reason is that I did not have a good control on 
rejecting in this case, because histograms were usually rather scattered, and in grid statistic I can see 
details only for one particular frequency, nothing before or after. I feel that for a good manual 
selection in this case I need a good overview over surrounding values plus some degree of 
smoothing. (Smoothing in the current version of “max2curve” is done only in frequency direction, 
i.e. for each frequency independently). 

 
Therefore I started with plotting and carefully looking at original histograms and histograms 

with various degree of smoothing, side by side.  
I have found out that (when using acceptable values of parameter m) it is possible to identify the 

STABLE PARTS of SMOOTHED histograms, well corresponding to the ellipticity. Contrary to 
the average curves, these stable parts much less depend on the nppm value and length of data used. 
(I am reminding that the average curves are usually moving to lower values with decreasing nppm.)  

Stable parts of smoothed histograms do not always exactly correspond to the average curves. 
Moreover, the average curves naturally (by averaging itself) partly suppress peaks and troughs that 
can be better visible on histograms (see inserted pictures).  Mainly here, for the vicinity of peaks 
and troughs, I see the space for the improvement of automatic results. 

I tried to formulate rules for determining these stable parts of histograms and later I followed 
them when I was manually picking the ellipticity estimates.  

 
Methodology of the performed tests of manual picking  
 
I computed histograms and made several different smoothing. Then I compared the smoothed 

histogram’s pattern with theoretical ellipticity. I was looking for some stable features on histograms 
fitting the ellipticity for a different degree of smoothing and for different values of nppm.  

 
Trough 
It was possible to see quite well the trough for any choice of nppm, certainly better then 

from average curves.  
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For a high contrast M2.1 model - trough can be seen very well on smoothed histograms as the 
smooth border of significant amplitudes from the bottom. See Fig. 1.  

For a gradient model N102 - trough can be seen again quite well on smoothed histograms. I am 
writing “quite well” because in this case the pattern of trough is not such clear in the close vicinity 
of trough as it was for model M2.1. However, the trough (its position and approximate shape) still 
can be estimated by extrapolating the picked ellipticity curve from the left and right sides around the 
trough. Although it is not such clear as for model M2.1, it is much more precise then what can be 
estimated from mean curves. See Fig. 4. 

 
Peak 
Position of the peak can be estimated from histograms also more precisely than from 

average curves. The peak can be fitted up to higher H/V values. In general, shape of the 
ellipticity in the vicinity of the peak should be picked according to the character of the data 
(histogram) around the peak from the left side (left flank) and from the right side (right flank).  

 
Other parts of ellipticity curves 
Here we need some theoretical considerations in order to properly interpret the content of 

histograms.  
Character of the histograms can be, in general, different because of different extent of 

contribution of other types of waves than Rayleigh waves at various frequencies. Contribution of 
these other types of waves to the result is significantly reduced with wavelet H/V method, but in 
general not completely eliminated.  

The complete separation of Rayleigh waves is not possible in case of arrivals of other waves 
with similar frequency content on horizontal component at almost the same time as the Rayleigh 
waves identified on vertical component. In such a case the resulting H/V will have a higher value 
than the value of theoretical ellipticity. 

So, the strong contribution of other types of waves (Love or SH waves) will add to histograms 
some portion of H/V values higher than the theoretical ones. With the more strict selection of 
maxima in the time-frequency plane this portion of undesired values should be lowered. (The more 
strict selection is in our analysis technique represented by lower value of nppm.) This really happens 
and this is also the reason why in some cases the higher values of H/V are removed from histograms 
with decreasing nppm and consequently the average curve is shifted downward.  

Gradual removing of biased values should theoretically converge to the stable part of histogram 
(let us call it “bottom ridge”), which should correspond to Rayleigh waves only. This is the limit 
case of the process and, in general, we still have presented some biased values. In this case we are 
able to reliably identify only lower border of this “bottom ridge” as beginning of significant increase 
of values in histogram (defined as some threshold). 

For the very well defined distinct ridge (i.e. narrow and steep) the lower border of significant 
values should be very close to the exact position of the ridge.  

It implies that picking the smooth curve, defined by the stable lower border of significant 
values in histogram, is the practical reasonable estimate of the ellipticity for data containing 
strong contribution of other types of waves that can not be separated neither in time nor frequency 
due to almost the same arrival time of different waves with the same frequency content. 

 
However, there could be also a situation, when (at least for some frequency range) contribution 

of other types of waves arriving in almost the same time as Rayleigh waves is not so strong, so the 
Rayleigh waves can be efficiently extracted.. The ridge in histogram should be well developed in 
this case. It will correspond to Rayleigh waves and the smooth line of the crest of the ridge will 
then correspond to the ellipticity. In this case the position of this picked crest line should be stable 
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for different nppms. If the ridge is moreover symmetric in frequency direction (when “optimal” 
nppm is selected) the mean curve should be also a good estimate of ellipticity.  Otherwise, the mean 
curve will be shifted compared to ellipticity. 

 
The important question is when to pick the smooth lower border of the significant 

amplitudes of “bottom slope” and when to pick the smooth crest of the ridge.  
I think that this question can be answered by checking the stable parts on smoothed histograms 

for different nppms (e.g. 20, 10, 5): 
• If the ridge line is well visible and stable for different nppms, then the smooth crest of 

the ridge is probably good estimate.  
(This is a case of right flank for the M2.1 model, see Fig. 1)  

• If the ridge is not well developed (wide, flat) and shifting downwards with decreasing 
nppm, it is indication of strong contribution of other types of waves than Rayleigh waves 
at analyzed frequencies. Then it should be checked whether the lower border of 
significant values is stable. If yes, this is the proper estimate of ellipticity.  
(This is a case of left flank for the M2.1 model, see Fig. 1, or of the right flank for the 
N102 model in Fig. 4.) 

 
 
 
Test results for manual picking 

 
I performed manual picking of ellipticity estimates for all three models (M2.1, M2.3, N102) 

according above mentioned rules.  
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Model M2.1 : I selected m=8 and m=16 (selected on the base of results of automatic analysis). 
Combinations of other parameters used for analysis are specified bellow in the Table 1. 

 
Table 1 
m 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 

L[s] 810 810 810 2430 2430 2430 7290 7290 7290 810 810 810 2430 2430 2430 7290 7290 7290 

nppm 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 

 
For each combination the histogram was computed from “*.max” file, different degrees of 

smoothing were tried and at least two attempts of manual picking were performed (usually for weak 
and stronger smoothing).  Results were very consistent and showed further improvement of quite 
good results of automatic analysis for this model. 

 For a given length of data and for a given value of parameter “m” I produced a one file with the 
set of graphs, all of them overlaid with theoretical ellipticity for comparison. In the left column 
there are directly computed histograms overlaid with the mean curve. In the second column there 
are smoothed histograms with small degree of smoothing (usually 1-3 clicks on the “smooth” 
button). They are overlaid with the trials of manually picked curves (blue ones). The third column 
usually contains example of histogram with strong smoothing (~10x click on “smooth”) together 
with the curve picked on it’s base. Top row contains results obtained for nppm=20, middle row for 
nppm=10 and the bottom row for nppm =5. 
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As an example I inserted graphs for the medium data (L=2430s) and m=8, that provided the best 
overall results for automatic analysis (see Fig. 1, you can zoom in for sufficient resolution). It can 
be seen that the manually picked curves fit the ellipticity very well and the nppm used almost does 
not influence the results. The trough and the peak are better seen than from mean curves only. 
The smoothing helps to detect important features in histograms. 

For other lengths of data and for nppm=16 results of manual picking were very similar. I did 
not insert more examples for this model because of size of this report file.  
 
 
Here the indication of the peak at slightly lower frequency than for the ellipticity can be also seen. 
Its influence is reduced with decreasing nppm, therefore its origin is very probably related to the 
other types of waves then Rayleigh waves. 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Model M2.3: I selected m=8 and m=0.5 (selected on the base of results of automatic analysis). 
Value m=0.5 was taken as counter-example of not suitable choice of m. Combinations of other 
parameters used for analysis are specified bellow in the Table 2. 
 

Table 2 
m 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

L[s] 810 810 810 2430 2430 2430 7290 7290 7290 810 810 810 2430 2430 2430 

nppm 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 

 

Again, for each combination the histogram was computed from “*.max” file, different degrees 
of smoothing were tried and at least two attempts of manual picking were performed (usually for 
weak and stronger smoothing).  Results were very consistent and showed further improvement of 
results of automatic analysis for this model. 

 As an example I inserted graphs for the medium data (L=2430s) and m=8 (see Fig. 2, you can 
zoom in for sufficient resolution). It can be seen that the manually picked curves fit the ellipticity 
very well and the nppm used almost does not influence the results. The smoothing helps to detect 
important features in histograms. In this case the mean curve is clearly shifted out of the distinct 
and stable ridge line for the right flat part of ellipticity. Left flat part of ellipticity is manually picked 
as a stable line of lower border of “bottom ridge”. This corresponds to strong contribution of other 
types of waves than Rayleigh waves at these frequencies. It agrees very well with the results in 
Bonnefoy-Claudett et al (2008) where the flat peak on classical H/V spectral ratio with frequency 
corresponded well to resonance frequency f0=1.94 Hz and on dispersion curves there were identified 
velocities of fundamental Rayleigh-wave mode, fundamental mode Love-wave mode and/or of S-
waves in bedrock. Our analysis also excludes Rayleigh waves from the interpretation of this peak 
because this classical H/V peak is efficiently reduced when using wavelet H/V computation.  

For other lengths of data and m=8 the results of manual picking were very similar. 
 
As an example of unsuitable choice of parameter m see Fig. 3 where the m=0.5 was used for 

analysis of medium data (L=2430s). The patterns of histograms show misleading features that 
would be very difficult to correctly interpret without any apriori information about model. I could 
pick the left part as flat only thanks to the knowledge of more clear results for other parameters 
combinations and of course that of theoretical ellipticity. Otherwise, looking to results for m=0.5 
only the picking would be questionable. 
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(I would like to remind, that the choice of m=0.5 I classified as unsuitable based on the results 
of automatic analysis also. Fig. XX4 illustrates how the histograms are distorted and why neither 
automatic nor manual analysis can not precisely extract correct ellipticity curves.) 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Model N102: I selected m=4, m=8 and m=16 (selected on the base of results of automatic 
analysis). Combinations of other parameters used for analysis are specified bellow in the Table 3. 

 
Table 3 

m 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 

L[s] 810 810 810 2430 2430 2430 7290 7290 7290 2430 2430 2430 7290 7290 7290 810 810 810 2430 2430 2430 7290 7290 7290 

nppm 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 20 10 5 

 
For each combination the histogram was computed from “*.max” file, different degrees of 

smoothing were tried and at least two attempts of manual picking were performed (usually for weak 
and stronger smoothing).  Results were very consistent and showed further improvement of quite 
good results of automatic analysis for this model. 

 As an example I inserted graphs for the medium data (L=2430s) and m=8 (see Fig. 4). It can be 
seen that the manually picked curves fit the ellipticity very well and the nppm used almost does 
not influence the results. The trough and the peak are better seen than from mean curves only. 
The smoothing helps to detect important features in histograms. 

For other lengths of data and for nppm=16 or m=4 the results of manual picking were very 
similar.  
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Fig. 1. Model M2.1, medium length of data (L=2430s) and m=8 
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Fig. 2. Model M2.3, medium length of data (L=2430s) and m=8 
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Fig. 3. Counter-example: Model M2.3, medium length of data (L=2430s) and m=0.5 
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Fig. 4 Model N102, medium length of data (L=2430s) and m=8 
 
 
 
 
 
 


